Manage your herd with the world’s leading Herd Management Software
Dairy Management System

Lets you manage more effectively

DAIRYCOMP 305 is the dairy industry’s most advanced on-farm dairy management software program. DAIRYCOMP 305 does its job faster, easier and with more sophistication than any other method. This program has the tools necessary for keeping track of all cow information, i.e., reproduction, production and health. Meet the present and future record keeping challenges and stay competitive in the dairy industry with DAIRYCOMP 305.

DAIRYCOMP 305 features

- **Speed.** Fastest program for recording and getting information. Does away with all duplicate and many repetitive entries.
- **Flexibility.** Can be customized to a variety of dairy management styles. Report variety limited only by the users imagination.
- **Compatibility.** Connects with all cooperating DHIA centers. Can calculate its own production information.
- **Sophistication.** Capable of connecting with on-farm milking systems. Can transfer information to and from other computers.
Fast and Friendly
- DAIRYCOMP 305 saves time (50% less time required to record data).
- Program is user friendly and simple to use.
- Reports can be set up to fit a producer's choice and accessed quickly.
- Menu systems are easy to follow.
- Helpful descriptions are provided.

Flexible and Adaptable
- Flexible program that offers dairyman to operate differently.
- Accepts individual management practices
- Dairyman controls reports and worksheets that can be generated.
- Wide variety of criteria to choose from
- Used by dairies of all sizes and throughout the world.

Combined Activity and Production Information
DAIRYCOMP 305 keeps production records together with the dairy activity information. This is done either with a DHIA interface which transfers information from cooperating DHIA centers or private testers, or by doing production calculations within the program.

Current Program Features
- Report writing functions limited only by imagination and sorting criteria.
- Ability to graph and/or plot most cow, group or herd items against time or other items.
- Over 250 individual items are tracked per animal with ability to add others at any time.
- Seven pages of information per animal, including previous lactations, DH test data, and individual cow lactation information.
- Herd health features such as entering diseases and treatments, producing vet lists and analyzing re-occurrences.
- Interfacing with various testing services, including DHIA and private firms, milk meters and other software.
- And many more features to numerous to list...

Order DAIRYCOMP now at Toll Free 888-225-6753 or vas.com
“We were an early adapter of DairyComp 305 and have been using it on our Dairy for over 25 years. It the dairy management software of choice for all my consultants that I have on my team. There does not have to be any massaging or interpreting of numbers to get them in a format that they are use to seeing. I can’t imagine managing my dairy without it.”

Mike Larson, Larson Acres, Evansville, Wisconsin